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Yttria-tantalum oxide system has vari-
ous phases such as defect-fluorite, weber-
tite phase and cubic phase. Defect-fluorite
type structure has high diffusion coeffi-
cient of oxide ions. On the other hand, the
weberite-type structure exhibits lower dif-
fusion coefficient. In this study, we prepare
defect-fluorite-phase Y0.79Ta0.21O1.7 and
investigate the crystal structure and posi-
tional disorder of oxide ions through MEM
(Maximum Entropy Method) analysis of
neutron powder diffraction data measured
at RT and at high temperatures

Neutron powder diffraction experi-
ments were carried out in air in the tem-
perature range from 298 K to 1824(3) K.
Neutron powder diffraction measurements
were conducted in air with a 150-detector
system, HERMES, installed at the JRR-3M
reactor in Japan Atomic Energy Agency,
Tokai, Japan. Neutrons with wavelength
0.18207 nm were obtained by the (311) re-
flection of a Ge monochromator. The ex-
perimental data were analyzed by a com-
bination technique of Rietveld analysis, the
maximum-entropy method (MEM), and
the MEM-based pattern fitting.

Rietveld analysis was carried out assum-
ing the ideal fluorite-type structure where
the (Y,Ta) and O atoms were put at 4a 0,0,0
and at 8c 1/4,1/4,1/4 sites of Fm-3m sym-
metry, respectively. The isotropic atomic
displacement parameters were used for all
the atoms. At higher temperatures the B(O)
was larger than the B(Y,Ta), suggesting a
larger diffusion coefficient of oxide ions.
MEM analysis was carried out using the
structure factors obtained in the Rietveld
analysis. Number of structure factors de-
rived in the analysis was 11. The spatial dis-
tribution of oxide ions is larger at higher

temperatures and it seems to have disor-
dering along <1 0 0> directions, indicating
the diffusion path. (Figures (a), (b) and (c)).
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